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Abstract 43 

We report on a numerical investigation of the different steps in the development of the spatial 44 

concentration profiles developing along the axis of a liquid chromatography column when injecting large 45 

relative volumes (>10 to 20% of column volume) of analytes dissolved in a high solvent strength solvent 46 

band as can be encountered in the second dimension (2D) column of a 2D-LC system. More specifically, 47 

we made a detailed study of the different retention and the axial band broadening effects leading to the 48 

double-headed peak shapes or strongly fronting peaks that can be experimentally observed under certain 49 

conditions in 2D-LC. The establishment of these intricate peak profiles is discussed in all its fine, 50 

mechanistic details. The effect of the volume of the column, the volume and the shape of the sample 51 

band, the retention properties of the analyte and the band broadening experienced by the analytes and 52 

the sample solvent are investigated. A good agreement between the simulations and the experimental 53 

observations with caffeine and methylparaben injected in acetonitrile/water (ACN/H2O) mobile phase 54 

with different injection volumes is obtained. Save the difference in dwell volume, key features of 55 

experimental and simulated chromatograms agree within a few %. The simulations are also validated 56 

against a number of simple mathematical rules of thumb that can be established to predict the occurrence 57 

of a breakthrough fraction and estimate the amount of breakthrough. 58 

 59 

  60 
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1. Introduction 61 

As chromatography keeps being pushed by a demand for ever faster and more refined separations, more 62 

and more research efforts are devoted to two-dimensional LC (2D-LC), as this technique has the 63 

potential to produce peak capacities of several thousand in a practically affordable time [1-9] making 64 

the separation of difficult-to-resolve or complex mixtures easier and faster. During the transition of the 65 

sample from the first dimension (1D) to the second dimension (2D) column, some important problems 66 

such as dilution and solvent incompatibility effects arise when using a passive modulation method. In 67 

this approach, the 1D-effluent is fractionated and directly injected into the 2D, in most cases using a valve 68 

with multiple loops [10,11]. This often results in a loss of detector sensitivity and peak deformation in 69 

the 2D [12-15]. To circumvent these problems, a lot of research efforts have been devoted to the active 70 

modulation between the two dimensions. One example is the use of trap columns [16-18] where the 71 

fractions of the effluent of the 1D first get refocused, most often on a short column with a similar 72 

stationary phase as the 2D column and are subsequently eluted using a solvent that is more compatible 73 

with the mobile phase used in the 2D, potentially leading to an increase in sensitivity and solvent 74 

compatibility, and a lower injection volume. Active solvent modulation is another method that has been 75 

developed and investigated lately [19-21]. Here, by storing the 1D effluent in a loop and splitting the 2D 76 

mobile phase solvent, where one part goes through the loop and the other bypasses it, the fraction gets 77 

diluted before entering the 2D column, which improves the solvent compatibility between the two 78 

dimensions. The idea to dilute the effluent of the 1D column with a low elution strength liquid to induce 79 

appropriate focusing on the column’s head has been first introduced by Oda et al. [22]. Other modulation 80 

methods are membrane assisted evaporation modulation [23], longitudinal thermal modulation [24], 81 

pulsed elution [18] and fractionated sampling and stacking [25]. 82 

To use these techniques more effectively and search for more universal methods of modulation, it is 83 

important to understand in detail what happens to an injected band inside the 2D  column when the 1D-84 

fractions are injected in this column. One of those factors is the solvent and injection solvent mismatch 85 

mentioned earlier, due to the fact that the injected species are dissolved in a solvent that is the effluent 86 

from the 1D, which often has a higher solvent strength than the starting mobile phase in the 2D. Another 87 

problem is that, given the column diameter ratio between the 2D and 1D (usually 1 to 2), the injection 88 

volumes in 2D are often too large to maintain the maximal efficiency of the 2D column. Generally, a 89 

10% loss in efficiency is endured as soon as the variance of the injected band (
V,inj) makes up more 90 

than 10% of the expected column variance
V,col), which is proportional to (1+k)2, where k is the 91 

retention factor, and hence smallest for high elution strength mobile phases. The effect of the above 92 

phenomena on the shape of the peaks eluting off the 2D column has already been thoroughly investigated 93 

theoretically and experimentally [15, 26-28]. Gritti [28] and Stoll et al. [15] also already demonstrated 94 

that the shape of the injection plug has a large effect on the eventual separation. 95 
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In the present study, we dig deeper into the processes leading to the obtained peak shapes by making a 96 

fully detailed (numerical) study of how an injected band is transformed inside the column as (part of) 97 

the analytes are first lagging behind the injection solvent band (because they are (slightly) retained by 98 

the stationary phase) and are subsequently accelerated again when they are picked up by the mobile 99 

phase gradient. To gain an insight in the axial, on-column evolution of the band, we use computer 100 

simulations [29,30] based on the numerical solution of the generally accepted advection-dispersion mass 101 

balance for chromatography [31]: 102 

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑡
= −𝑢 ∙

𝜕𝐶

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝐷 ∙

𝜕²𝐶

𝜕𝑥
 (1) 

 

with 𝐶 = (1 + 𝑘) ∙ 𝐶  

 

(2) 

and with 𝑘 = 𝐾 ∙
𝑉

𝑉
 and 𝐾 =

𝐶

𝐶
  (3) 

 103 

wherein Cm and Cs are the analyte species concentration in resp. the mobile and stationary phase, u0 is 104 

the velocity of the mobile phase, Dax is the axial dispersion coefficient, K is the partitioning coefficient, 105 

t is the time, x is the position in the column and Vm and Vs are the volumes of the mobile and the 106 

stationary phase respectively (V V = (1 − ε ) ε )⁄⁄  with ε  = 0.7 in all simulations). The expression 107 

in Eq. (1) is mathematically equivalent to the Craig-model approach developed by Rutan et al. [32], the 108 

only difference is that, whereas in the Craig-model the spatial discretization scheme is fixed and 1st order 109 

in nature, the more general approach in Eq. (1) allows for higher order accuracy schemes having a higher 110 

numerical accuracy.  111 

The Dax describing the degree of band broadening in Eq. (1) is related to the u0 and H via: 112 

𝐷 =
𝑢 𝐻

2
 (4) 

Together with Eq. (1), we simultaneously also solve the advection-dispersion mass balance for the 113 

fraction of organic modifier (𝜙). In analogy with Eq. (1), this can be written as: 114 

𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑡
= −𝑢

𝜕𝜙

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝐷

𝜕²𝜙

𝜕𝑥
 (5) 

Eqs. (1) and (5) were solved simultaneously using a 4th-order Runge-Kutta numerical integration scheme 115 

to compute the evolution with time. During each step, the local 𝜙-values are used to compute and update 116 

the local value of the retention factor (k(x)), using either the LSS-model [33]: 117 

𝑘(𝑥) = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑒 ∙ ( )  (6a) 

Where kw is the retention factor in 100% water, S is the solvent strength parameter and 𝜙(x) is the local 118 

value of the fraction of organic modifier, or the more elaborate Neue-Kuss model [34]: 119 
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𝑘(𝑥) = 𝑘 (1 + 𝑆 ∙ 𝜙(𝑥)) ∙ 𝑒
( )

( )  (6b) 

Where S1 is the slope for non-linear models and S2 is the curvature coefficient. 120 

As discussed previously, the program not only shows the peak profile as a function of time 121 

(chromatogram) at the end of the column, but also provides a direct view on the evolution of the 122 

concentration © with x, the axial location of the solute along the column. The effect of the retention 123 

parameters (kw, S or kw, S1 and S2)) is thoroughly investigated, as well as the effect of the volume and 124 

the shape of the injection plug and the effect of the column efficiency (via H and Dax). Finally, the 125 

program has been tested by comparing it with the experimentally observed breakthrough-curves at the 126 

end of a short reverse phase liquid chromatography (RPLC) column under conditions mimicking the 2D 127 

of an on-line LC x LC separation. Upon simple email request, the authors offer access to the code to 128 

Matlab® users. 129 

Experimentally, the effect has been investigated for two different compounds, methylparaben and 130 

caffeine, dissolved in a 50/50%v ACN/H2O and subjected to a mobile phase gradient going from 1 to 131 

45 (v%/v%) ACN. Characteristic for the elution of these compounds is that, under the selected 132 

experimental injection conditions, they do not elute as a single peak but have a part eluting near the t0-133 

time of the column (so-called breakthrough fraction), followed by a long tail connecting to a second 134 

peak eluting near the expected retention time of the analyte (retained part of the peak). Similar peak 135 

shapes have very recently also been reported by Weatherbee et al. [35], who found the exact peak shape 136 

to be strongly depending on the shape of the injection profile. 137 

2 Materials and methods 138 

2.1 Experimental set-up 139 

The experiments were performed on an ACQUITY UPLC I-Class instrument from Waters Corporation 140 

(Milford, MA, USA) consisting of a binary solvent delivering pump (BSM), a sample manager with a 141 

flow-through needle (SM-FTN) injector equipped with a 15 µL loop, a thermostated column oven, a 142 

photodiode-array detector (PDA) with a 0.5 µL flow cell. An extension loop of 100 µL was added to the 143 

injector. The measured dwell volume (VD) and extra-column volume (Vext) for this system were 210 μL 144 

and 12 μL, respectively. The ACQUITY UPLC CSH C18 column (30 x 2.1 mm, 1.7 µm) was purchased 145 

at Waters Corporation (Milford, MA, USA). Instrument control, data acquisition, and data handling were 146 

performed by MassLynx v4.1 software (Waters Corporation). 147 

2.2 Solvents and samples 148 

Deionized water was produced using an Elga Purelab Classic UV purification system from Veolia water 149 

STI (Décines-Charpieu, France). LC-MS grade acetonitrile (ACN), methylparaben and caffeine were 150 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). LC-MS grade formic acid (FA) was purchased 151 

from Fischer scientific (Illkirch, France).  152 
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2.3 Chromatographic conditions 153 

The column temperature was set at 80 °C, the flow rate was 1.5 mL/min, and gradient elution was used 154 

with 0.1% formic acid in water as solvent A (pH = 2.7) and 0.1% formic acid in ACN as solvent B. The 155 

gradient profile went from 1-45% B in 0.54 min (normalized gradient slope (s) of 4%). The caffeine and 156 

the methylparaben were dissolved in a 50/50% (v/v) ACN/H2O mixture. The chromatograms were 157 

recorded at 254 nm for methylparaben and 270 nm for caffeine with an acquisition rate of 40 Hz. 158 

 159 

2.4 Numerical methods 160 

Eqs. (1) and (5) were solved with a 4th-order Runge-Kutta integration scheme [36] implemented in 161 

Matlab®. Before implementing the Runge-Kutta scheme, the spatial derivatives appearing on the right-162 

hand side of Eqs. (1) and (5) were first discretized using the following scheme (with y either C or 𝜙):  163 

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝑥
=

1

∆𝑥
∙

1

6
(𝑦 − 6𝑦 + 3𝑦 + 2𝑦 ) (7a) 

𝜕²𝑦

𝜕𝑥²
=

1

∆𝑥²
∙

1

12
(−𝑦 + 16𝑦 − 30𝑦 + 16𝑦 − 𝑦 ) (7b) 

where ∆𝑥 is the discretization step and i is the number of the cell in the column. Before and after the 164 

column (i.e., for x<0 and x>L=3 cm), resp. 1800 and 9200 extra computational cells were added. In 165 

these cells, the retention factor k was kept at k=0 to represent that the packed region only extended 166 

between x=0 and x=L=3 cm. 167 

Zero-flux conditions (C/x=0 and 𝜙/x=0) were applied as the boundary condition at the first and last 168 

computational cells (resp. situated at x=-1.4 cm and x=10 cm). In addition, it was always verified the 169 

species concentration never became significant near the first and last computational cells, such that all 170 

possible end effects were avoided. 171 

To implement the mobile phase gradient program, the 𝜙-value at x=0 (𝜙 ) was subjected to the 172 

following condition:   173 

𝜙(𝑥 = 0, 𝑡) = 𝜙                                    for  𝑡 ≤ 𝑡  (8a) 

𝜙(𝑥 = 0, 𝑡) = 𝜙 +
∆𝜙

𝑡
(𝑡 − 𝑡 )      for  𝑡 > 𝑡  (8b) 

where tG is the gradient time and t0 is the void time. As the initial condition for 𝜙and Ct, an injection 174 

band containing the strong sample solvent (with 𝜙=𝜙 =0.5) and the analyte species (with Cm=1) was 175 

defined in the region x<0 with the downstream part of the band just touching x=0, i.e. the simulations 176 

started when the downstream end of the sample band just reached the column inlet.  177 

To test the numerical accuracy of the model, a number of pure isocratic runs were made (see Fig. S-1 of 178 

the SM). These showed that the numerical procedure produces peak variances and hence plate heights 179 
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that are within 0.0000078% accuracy of the plate heights imposed in the model via the Dax-coefficient 180 

(see Fig. S-1a in the Supplementary material, SM). Retention times were found to be within 10-10 % 181 

accuracy of the theoretically expected value.  182 

In case of the simplified rectangular injections (used in the first part of the study to obtain the purest 183 

possible insight in the peak shapes without the complication of the effect of the complex shape of the 184 

injection band), the injection band was defined as a rectangle with given width, flanked by two semi-185 

Gauss curves with a standard deviation (x) = 0.012 cm. These two Gaussian flanks were added to make 186 

the injection profile more realistic, but especially also to avoid the numerical instabilities one can expect 187 

from a perfectly vertical side-walls of a rectangle (concentration gradient= infinite). Given the strong 188 

sensitivity of the profiles on the exact shape of the injection band, more realistic injection band shapes 189 

were considered in the second part of the study. These were shaped using an expression developed by 190 

Gritti [28]: 191 

𝐶(0, 𝑡) =
𝐶

1 + exp −
𝑡 − 𝑡 +

𝑉
2𝐹

𝛼

·

⎝

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎛

1 −
1

1 + exp −
𝑡 − 𝑡 +

𝑉
2𝐹

𝛼

⎠

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎞

 

 

 

 

(9) 

Wherein C0 is the concentration of the initial peak (can also be the fraction of organic solvent), t is the 192 

time the measurement is running, tdwell is the dwell time in front of the column, Vp is the injected volume, 193 

Fv is the flow rate, and α1 and α2 are two fitting parameters. 194 

This equation was first implemented in MS Excel® and subsequently incorporated into the Matlab© 195 

program.  196 

 197 

3. Results 198 

Before proceeding, it is important to note that the injected species band and the profile of the fraction 𝜙 199 

of organic modifier in the sample solvent always have the same shape when they enter the column (see 200 

e.g., profile 1 in Figs. 1b,e) in any considered case. In the regions before and after the injection band, 𝜙 201 

is equal to the fraction of modifier (𝜙 ) in the dwell volume of the gradient (equal to 𝜙 =0.01 in all 202 

cases). The fraction of modifier is highest (𝜙=𝜙 ) in the parts of the injected band that enter the column 203 

undiluted. In all considered cases, 𝜙 =0.5. Another important remark is that, while the conservation of 204 

mass is expressed via the total peak concentration (Ct) (cf. Eq. 2), the response as measured by the 205 

detector is exclusively determined by the concentration in the mobile phase (Cm), given the absence of 206 

a stationary phase in the detector. 207 
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Fig. 1 describes in full detail how the simulation of the evolution of the concentration in time and space 208 

can be used to understand how a given injected peak shape and volume can lead to a given chromatogram 209 

recorded at the end of the column. For the sake of simplicity, a simple rectangular injection profile with 210 

smoothened flanks (cf. Section 2.4) has been considered. In later figures, notably in Figs. 6-8, more 211 

realistic injection profiles are considered by applying Eq. (9). Fig. 1a is the response in time as observed 212 

at x=L, i.e., at the end of a 3 cm long column (L). Figs. 1b-c represent how the same injected band is 213 

distributed in space at different time intervals (note that the left hand side of the peak in the time domain 214 

corresponds to the right hand side of the peak in the space domain and vice versa). The numbers used to 215 

identify the timing of the different profiles in Figs. 1b-c are also copied onto Fig. 1a, allowing to 216 

reconstruct the observed concentration response at the detector line (cf. dashed vertical line) from the 217 

temporal evolution of the band profiles in space shown in Figs. 1b-c. Profile (1) shows the shape of the 218 

modeled analyte band peak just prior to arriving at the column’s head.  219 

Essential to understand the profiles in Figs. 1b-c is that, when a broad analyte band moves through the 220 

column, the species that are initially contained in the high-solvent strength solvent band can leave this 221 

band by means of two processes: 1) by means of their retention, which makes them move with a lower 222 

velocity than the u0-velocity with which the injection solvent band moves through the column and 2) by 223 

means of dispersion across the band flanks.  224 

Considering the first process, which is by far much more important than the second, the slower migration 225 

velocity of the analytes obviously implies the analytes stay behind with respect to the sample band and 226 

hence “leave” the band through the upstream flank of the injection solvent band (Fig. 2a). The magnitude 227 

of this effect obviously depends strongly on the retention experienced by the analytes when dissolved in 228 

the injection solvent (ks=0.1685 in the present example). Once out of the injection solvent band, the 229 

species inevitably enter a low-solvent strength zone where they concentrate in the stationary phase. 230 

Considering the 2nd process, Fig. 2b shows that, whereas the dispersion process itself is substantially 231 

symmetrical (i.e., has an equal strength in the upstream and downstream direction), the effect on the 232 

peak profile can be expected to be asymmetric. Species leaving the band through its downstream flank 233 

by means of dispersion (double-headed dispersion arrow I) are suddenly strongly retained and drastically 234 

slow down. However, they are immediately caught up again by the high-solvent band following behind 235 

and moving with the u0-velocity (cf. large single-headed arrow). This creates a self-sharpening effect, 236 

which helps maintaining a steep species profile at the upstream flank of the band. On the other hand, 237 

species leaving the band through its upstream flank (dispersion arrow II), and thus entering a high 238 

retention zone, cannot benefit from a similar self-sharpening effect as there is no front of strong solvent 239 

following. As a consequence, these analytes stay behind permanently. In summary, both processes hence 240 

lead to situation where the band can be expected to “leak” species through its upstream flank and thus 241 

deposits a trail of retained species along the column axis.  242 
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Returning now to the spatial Cm-concentration profiles in Fig. 1b, it can be readily observed the species 243 

band continuously narrows in width as the analyte species gradually leave the sample solvent band 244 

through its upstream flank because of the slower migration velocity of the analytes (migrating with 245 

velocity u0/(1+ks) with ks=0.1685 in the sample solvent) compared to that of the sample solvent 246 

(migrating with velocity u0). The latter basically retains its original shape (save for the gradual 247 

broadening of its side fronts because of the column band broadening) throughout its entire passage 248 

through the column (see Fig. 1e which has been put just underneath Fig. 1b for an easy comparison of 249 

the corresponding profiles). Comparing the Cm-profiles in Fig. 1b with the -profiles in Fig. 1e in more 250 

detail, we see that the upstream flank of the analyte band and that of the sample solvent band coincide, 251 

while the downstream flank of the analyte band stays behind with respect of that of the sample solvent 252 

band, as a reflection of the lower migration velocity of the former. When the analyte band has become 253 

sufficiently narrow to have its upstream and downstream flank meeting, the further loss of analyte 254 

species not only leads to a further narrowing of the band, but also to a decrease in peak height (cf. profiles 255 

4,5,6 in Fig. 1b). Note that the fact that the decrease in height between profiles 5 and 6 is smaller than 256 

that between profiles 4 and 5 is due to the absence of a stationary phase beyond the x=0.03 m-point. 257 

Zooming-in on the bottom part of Fig. 1b (see expanded view added to Fig. 1a), it can be noted that the 258 

analytes that left the sample band form a trail of analyte species running from the column’s head all the 259 

way up to the upstream flank of the sample solvent band.  260 

Making now the link between the spatial profiles in Fig. 1b with the temporal response curve in Fig. 1a 261 

by linking the profile numbers, we see that the fraction of analytes that remained into the sample solvent 262 

band till the end of the column is recorded at the detector as the breakthrough part of the peak (indicated 263 

with letter A in Fig. 1a), with the rise and fall of this part of the breakthrough curve essentially occurring 264 

during the moments between profiles 4 (just before onset of breakthrough peak) and 6 (end of 265 

breakthrough peak). The breakthrough reaches its maximum close the moment relating to profile nr. 5, 266 

corresponding to the t0-time of the column. After the passage of this breakthrough part, the concentration 267 

of eluting analytes does not return to zero but stays at a small, yet clearly non-zero value because of the 268 

continuous (albeit slow) elution of the analytes species that dropped out of the sample solvent band.  269 

While the peak profiles in Fig.1 b appear to lose mass (cf. reducing peak area), it is very important to 270 

note these profiles only represent the concentration Cm in the mobile phase, while the concentration Cs 271 

in the stationary phase is in fact K times (K=phase equilibrium constant) higher. Fig. 1d shows the 272 

stationary phase concentration Cs corresponding to the profiles shown in Fig. 1b. Near their upstream 273 

end, these profiles display a very sharp peak, rapidly transiting into a substantially flat part. As the 274 

sample band progresses through the column, this flat part gradually expands in width until the end of 275 

the column at x=3 cm is reached. The Cs-value in this flat part is dictated by the fact that the analytes in 276 

the sample solvent band have a concentration Cm=1. Since the retention factor ks in the sample solvent 277 
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(𝜙 =0.50) in the present example is equal to ks=0.1685, the corresponding particle-zone equilibrium 278 

constant K is equal to K=k0Vm/Vs= k(1-)/ = 0.3932 (assuming =0.7). We can hence expect a Cs-279 

concentration Cs=K·Cm=0.3932∙1=0.3932 wherever Cm=1 concentration in the injection band and this 280 

is indeed the level at which the flat part of the Cs-profiles is situated. Upstream of the sample solvent 281 

band, the Cs-concentration remains at this level, as there is no driving force to deplete the stationary 282 

phase. What does change is the Cm-concentration, which, given the retention factor k0 in the weak solvent 283 

(𝜙 =0.01) preceding and proceeding the sample solvent band is equal to k0=17.75, can be expected to 284 

be K=k0Vm/Vs= k(1-)/ = 41.42 times lower than the Cs-concentration. And as can be noted from the 285 

inset of Fig. 1b this is indeed the case. Turning now to the sharp peak at the upstream end of the Cs-286 

profile, a detailed analysis of the profiles (data not shown) shows this is created when the upstream tail 287 

of the band enters the column. As 𝜙 rapidly drops from 𝜙=0.5 to 0.01 in this tail part, the analyte species 288 

entering the column in this tail end slow down much more abruptly than their counterparts that entered 289 

the column earlier. This leads to a local accumulation of species, which is further enhanced by the fact 290 

that the analytes following behind do not experience this deceleration effect and keep on entering the 291 

column with an unretained velocity (no stationary phase before x=0). The subsequent profiles 2-6 in Fig. 292 

1b and 1d show how this accumulated sharp peak slowly moves (in fact it does so with a velocity 293 

u0/(1+17.55) given the fact that k=17.75 in the 𝜙=0.01 mobile phase in the present example.  294 

At later stages of the elution process (cf. Figs. 1c and 1f), i.e., when the gradient program has increased 295 

the fraction of organic modifier to a sufficiently high level at the inlet of the column, the increase in 296 

solvent strength gradually releases the retained species that are distributed over the entire column length. 297 

As these species gradually dissolve again into the mobile phase, their velocity increases. And as the 298 

fraction  of organic modifier is higher on the left-hand side than on the right-hand side, the upstream 299 

situated species migrate faster than the downstream moving species, and a self-sharpening effect again 300 

establishes. As a consequence, the upstream side of the species band rapidly grows in height (‘scooping-301 

up effect”). Obviously, this self-sharpening effect is highest at the upstream end of the band, as this is 302 

where species pick up their highest velocity, but the effect nevertheless occurs over the entire length of 303 

the column, thus giving rise to an increase of the Cm-concentration over the entire extent of the species 304 

profile.  305 

Subsequently focusing on the value of Cm along the vertical dashed line at x = 0.03 cm (detector line) in 306 

Fig. 1c, it can be understood how the species concentration gradually increases at the detector when the 307 

spatial profiles 7-11 subsequently hit the detector line. The response at the detector obviously reaches 308 

its maximum shortly after the moment at which profile nr. 10 is established. Subsequently, the 309 

concentration at the detector rapidly drops to zero (cf. profile 11). This second peak top (cf. “B” in Fig. 310 

1a) is further referred to as the retained peak, as it elutes near the time of elution expected based on the 311 

gradient program and the retention parameters of the analyte.  312 
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In summary, the entire process described above leads to a double headed-peak shape, with one maximum 313 

near the breakthrough peak and one maximum near the retained peak position (=position where analytes 314 

are expected to elute when the volume is sufficiently small). In between, the signal does not return to 315 

the baseline, as a continuous stream of analyte species that “leaked” out of the sample solvent band close 316 

to the end of the column keeps on eluting off the column, albeit at a low concentration and a low velocity 317 

(u=u0/(1+17.75)). For the sake of comparison, Fig. S2 in the SM shows that when the sample is dissolved 318 

in the solvent marking the onset of the gradient a single neat peak is obtained is in this case the analytes 319 

are so strongly retained they immediately leave the sample band when entering the column.  320 

Fig. 3 shows how strongly the profile recorded at the detector response depends on the retention 321 

parameters of the solute. Adopting the Neue-Kuss model, where the retention is described by kw 322 

(=retention factor in 100% water), S1 (=solvent strength parameter) and S2 (describes the curvature of 323 

the model) via k=kw(1+S2𝜙²·e -S1/(1+S2, Fig. 3a shows that the broad, double-headed response profile 324 

similar to the one encountered in Fig. 1 is typically observed when kw is sufficiently low. For larger kw, 325 

the chromatogram narrows and ultimately, when kw is sufficiently large, displays the shape and elution 326 

time of a normally retained peak. This can be understood from the fact that, the lower kw, the lower the 327 

actual retention factor ks experienced by the species in the solvent sample band, and hence the further 328 

they can travel without leaving this band. If kw is sufficiently low and when the volume of the band is 329 

large enough, some of the sample species will still reside in the injection solvent band when this reaches 330 

the detector and are hence detected as a “breakthrough” part. In the extreme limit (kw=0), all species 331 

reach the detector together with the injection solvent band and there is only a breakthrough peak. In the 332 

other limit (kw=+), all species are so strongly retained at the inlet of the column that they immediately 333 

leave the injection solvent band, in which case there is no breakthrough part of the peak, and all species 334 

now elute within the retained part, reaching the detector by means of the gradient. The profile for the 335 

highest kw in Fig. 3a approaches this situation. For the intermediate kw-values, it is obvious to observe 336 

some mixed-mode behavior. The effect of S1 (Fig. 3b) can be rationalized following the same reasoning 337 

as above. Since all cases have the same kw, the highest S1-values now correspond to the case producing 338 

the lowest retention factor ks experienced in the sample solvent, thus transporting the largest fraction of 339 

species along with the sample band through the column and creating the largest breakthrough curve 340 

(grey curve). The lowest S1-values obviously leads to the highest ks, such that the analyte species already 341 

leave the sample band at the column’s head, and will therefore reach the detector by virtue of the mobile 342 

phase gradient as a normal chromatographic peak at the retention time predicted by the Neue-Kuss 343 

model (red curve).  344 

Fig. 4 investigates the effect of the column’s band broadening on the concentration profiles recorded by 345 

the detector (only zoom-ins of the breakthrough-fraction and the retained peak fraction are shown for 346 

the sake of compactness). All represented cases relate to the same rectangular injection band shape, and 347 

are compared to a base case (grey curve) where the band broadening (axial dispersion) for both the 348 
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sample solvent and the analyte is the same and represented by a value Dax= 3.86·10-8 m2/s in Eq. (1). 349 

Keeping the axial dispersion coefficient of the analyte (Dax,an) constant and gradually increasing that of 350 

the solvent (Dax,solv), which corresponds to the practically most relevant case, Figs. 4a shows that a larger 351 

Dax,solv tends to lower the breakthrough fraction while increasing (albeit it more moderately) the retained 352 

peak fraction. This can be understood as follows. The higher Dax,solv, the faster the sample solvent will 353 

mix with the surrounding low 𝜙-mobile phase. This leads to a reduction of the overall 𝜙 in the band 354 

(especially near its ends), giving rise to larger fractions of the sample band that are subjected to a 355 

retention factor > ks, such that more species tend to leave the sample solvent and hence no longer reach 356 

the detector together with the breakthrough fraction in the sample solvent band. As more analyte species 357 

drop out, it is also physically straightforward that more species only pick up speed again when they are 358 

caught up by the gradient and hence reach the detector with the retained peak fraction. Increasing Dax,an, 359 

while keeping Dax,solv constant, the effect is smaller (Fig. 4b), basically boiling down to the regular effect 360 

an increased band broadening can be expected to have on a chromatographic peak: the higher the axial 361 

dispersion, the broader the peak. The increasing asymmetry and shift of the peak apex to earlier elution 362 

times of the breakthrough peak that can be observed with increasing Dax,an in Fig. 4b can be understood 363 

as follows (see also Fig. S-3 in the Supplementary material (SM) for a detailed study of the on-column 364 

Cm- and the 𝜙-profiles in case of the lowest and the highest Dax,an): while the downstream flank 365 

(=fronting end) of the analyte band can display its normal, unrestricted band broadening behavior as it 366 

is immersed in the high 𝜙=𝜙 -sample solvent prevailing to its right, the upstream flank Cm-profile of 367 

the analyte band inevitably (because of the thermodynamic phase equilibrium that needs to be respected) 368 

coincides with the (steep) upstream flank of the sample solvent (see dashed vertical lines added to Fig. 369 

S-3). As a consequence, the drop in Cm observed at the upstream flank is not due to the band broadening 370 

but is dictated by the drop in 𝜙 along the upstream flank of the sample solvent band. This drop chases 371 

the analytes out of the mobile phase into the stationary phase. Since Dax,solv is kept constant in all elution 372 

profiles shown in Fig. 4b (and equal to the smallest considered Dax,an), the discrepancy between the 373 

unrestricted band broadening at the downstream flank of the analyte band and the drop in concentration 374 

along the steep 𝜙-curve at its upstream flank increases with increasing Dax,an, hence the increasing 375 

asymmetry of the breakthrough peaks in the profiles obtained with increasing Dax,an.  376 

Increasing Dax,an and Dax,solv simultaneously (Fig. 4c), clearly a combination of both aforementioned 377 

effects is obtained, in agreement with one’s physical expectations.  378 

Obviously, the shape of the recorded elution profiles also depends strongly upon the injection volume 379 

(Fig. 5). The larger the volume of the sample solvent band, the larger the relative fraction of species in 380 

the breakthrough peak. This is due to the fact that, the wider the injection solvent band, the longer it 381 

takes the analyte to escape from the injection solvent, as it takes ever longer for the analytes entering the 382 

column near the downstream flank of the sample band (point A in Fig. 2a) to be overtaken by the 383 

upstream front of the sample band (point B in Fig. 2a). Under the conditions assumed in Fig. 5, the 50, 384 
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25, 15 and 12 L injections are apparently wide enough to transport a fraction of the analytes through 385 

the column without having “leaked out” of the injection solvent band, thus displaying a breakthrough 386 

part. For the 50 L injection, the breakthrough fraction is very large, while this fraction is only minimal 387 

for the 12 L injection (cf. small bump around t=0.065 min in Fig. 5c). When the injection solvent band 388 

is small enough, all injected species leave the sample band before this reaches the end of the column, 389 

hence the absence of a breakthrough part in the elution profile for injection volumes 1, 5 and 10 L. 390 

While the injection volumes  15 L are large enough to spread the retained analyte species more or 391 

less uniformly across the entire column length during the passage of the injection solvent band (cf. 392 

situation for profiles 4, 5, 6 in Figs. 1b and 1e), the injection solvent bands with volumes < 12 L “lose” 393 

all the analyte species they initially contained before reaching the end of the column. The latter can be 394 

noted from the fact that the profiles corresponding to these volumes only start to rise well after the t0-395 

time of the column, i.e., well after the injection solvent band has left the column. This can be understood 396 

from the fact that, the smaller the sample band, the earlier on in the column all analytes will have left 397 

the injection solvent band. As a consequence, these species will not have travelled very far into the 398 

column at the moment at which they are caught up by the gradient and will hence reach the detector 399 

later. This explains why the rise in concentration observed in Figs. 5b and 5d (=zoom-in of b) starts ever 400 

later when the injection volume decreases (a detailed analysis of the establishment of the black-coloured 401 

profile in Fig. 5d is shown in Fig. S-4 of the SM wherein profile 1 is the axial Cm-profile at the moment 402 

of elution of the sample solvent band). Eventually, the 1 µL injection is so small that all species already 403 

dropped out of the injection solvent band in the very first fractions of the column. Consequently, they 404 

all basically start at the same starting point when they are picked up by the gradient and hence reach the 405 

detector as a “normal” Gaussian peak without any fronting.  406 

In fact, the conditions for the occurrence of a breakthrough peak can, with reference to Fig. 2a, easily be 407 

determined as follows, at least when neglecting the secondary effects originating from the band 408 

broadening process (most prominent for small injection volumes). Consider an analyte entering the 409 

column at the most downstream end of the sample band (point A). This will move with a velocity 410 

uA=u0/(1+ks) and will, since uA<u0, therefore eventually be caught up by the upstream flank of the 411 

injection solvent band which travels at a velocity u0. Denoting the time at which point B catches up with 412 

point A is time t*, we can now express that this is the moment at which both points have reached the 413 

same position x=x* in the column: 414 

     x*=u0·t*=wp,col+ uA·t*     (10) 415 

wherein wp,col is the width of the band when present in the column and in contact with a stationary phase 416 

with retention factor ks.  417 

Replacing uA by its relation to u0 in Eq. (10), it is found that:  418 
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            (11) 419 

Since the analytes at position A will be the last species leaving the injection solvent band (cf. Fig. 2a), 420 

we can express that there will always be a fraction of the analytes traveling through the column with the 421 

injection solvent band as long as the time t* is not reached within the residence time of the sample solvent 422 

band. Translating this into distance, we can state that the response at the detector will display a 423 

breakthrough fraction when the catching up point x* is situated after the detector, or x*>L. Hence 424 

combining Eqs. (10) and (11), we find: 425 

            (12) 426 

Translating the on-column peak width into the on-column peak volume (Vp,col, assuming for simplicity 427 

a rectangular band shape) and comparing it to the injected peak volume (Vp,inj) measured before entering 428 

the column, considering that Vp,col=A·T·wp,col=Vp,inj/(1+ks), while the column void volume (V0,col) can 429 

be written as V0,col=A·T·L, the condition to have a detector response with a breakthrough part expressed 430 

by Eq. (12) can simply be rewritten as: 431 

            (13) 432 

In case of a Gaussian-shaped band with wp,col=4, the right-hand-side of Eq. (13) needs to be multiplied 433 

with a factor 0.63 (i.e., √2/4). 434 

Eq. (13) implies that, for example, for a column with volume 100 L and an analyte displaying a 435 

retention factor of ks=0.5 in the injection solvent, a breakthrough will occur for injection volumes 436 

exceeding 50 L. When ks=0.1, breakthrough will already occur for injection volumes in excess of 437 

Vp,inj=10 L. The simulations in Fig. 5 have been carried out for a column volume of 72.7 L, and with 438 

ks=0.1685. Applying Eq. (13) then predicts the critical injection volume lies around 12 L (12.25 L to 439 

be precise). The fact that the 12 L-case in Fig. 5 leads to a breakthrough that is barely significant (small 440 

bump around t0-time in Fig. 5c) hence shows the simulations and the simple model developed above are 441 

in excellent agreement.  442 

Using a similar calculation, it can be shown that the condition for which all sample species leave the 443 

sample band “early”, defined here as having left the band within a distance not exceeding the initial 444 

width of the sample solvent band wsolv (with wsolv =Vinj/T·A=wp*(1+ks) wherein wp* is the initial width 445 

of the species band), is simply given by:    446 

ks  1            (14)  447 

To prove Eq. (14) it suffices to replace L by wp on the right-hand side of Eq. (12). 448 

𝑡∗ =
𝑤 ,

𝑢
·

1 + 𝑘

𝑘
 

𝑥∗ = 𝑢 · 𝑡∗ = 𝑤 ,

1 + 𝑘

𝑘
> 𝐿 

𝑉 , > 𝑉 , · 𝑘  
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Similarly, it can be demonstrated (replacing L by 2L on the right-hand side of Eq. (12)) that the condition 449 

leading to a breakthrough peak bringing half of the species to the detector while the other half of the 450 

band then reaches the detector at the expected retention time is given by:    451 

(15) 452 

Eq. (15) predicts this condition corresponds, for the presently considered case with V0,col=72.7 L and 453 

with ks=0.1685 to an injection volume of Vp,inj=24.5 L. It has been verified by calculating the area 454 

under the breakthrough part of the 25 L injection (orange-coloured curve) in Fig. 5 that this part of the 455 

curve indeed carries about 50% of the total injected mass (53% to be precise in represented case). 456 

An important remark to be made concerning Fig. 5 is that, while this figure illustrates the effect of the 457 

injection volume Vp,inj on the peak shape, the ultimate parameter controlling the detector response is in 458 

fact the relative peak volume, i.e. Vp,inj/V0,col. This is shown in Fig. S-5 of the SM where the response to 459 

a 15 L injection in a column with a 72.7 L void volume overlaps fairly well with the response to a 30 460 

L injection in a column with a 145.4 L void volume (at least provided the tG and dwell time is doubled 461 

as well). The importance of the relative parameter Vp,inj/V0,col can also be inferred from the fact that, 462 

when dividing both sides of Eqs. (13) and (15) by V0,col, expressions depending only on Vp,inj/V0,col and 463 

ks are obtained. The small deviation between the two profiles in Fig. S-5 is due to secondary effects of 464 

band broadening which are not included in the simplified analysis in Eqs. (10)-(15). 465 

Fig. 6 shows that not only the volume but also the actual shape of the injected band has an important 466 

effect on the resulting elution profile, with the shape of the tail (Fig. 6a) being significantly more 467 

important than the shape of the front (Fig. 6b). The explanation for this asymmetric behavior is the same 468 

as for the asymmetry discussed in Fig. 2b. Considering that the shape of the band flanks determines the 469 

amount of species that are present in a low 𝜙-mobile phase and are hence much more strongly retained 470 

than the species in the center of the band where 𝜙=𝜙 , it is physically straightforward to expect that 471 

the initial shape of the downstream flank will always be largely wiped out by the fact that the retained 472 

species in this flank are always caught up and thus accelerated again by the high -region in the center 473 

of the sample band, while this self-sharpening catching-up effect does not occur at the upstream flank 474 

of the sample band. This implies the initial shape of the upstream flank is not rectified (even more, it 475 

will only spread out further by the column’s dispersion) and hence directly determines the amount of 476 

analyte species staying behind the sample solvent band at each position along the entire column length. 477 

Obviously, this has a strong effect on the recorded elution profile for the short column (typical for 2D-478 

LC) considered here. For example, Fig. 6a shows that, whereas a steep upstream flank leads to a narrow 479 

and high breakthrough peak, this breakthrough part no longer appears in case of a strongly tailed 480 

injection band (which is in fact a shape that is very relevant in practice [27]). This can be understood as 481 

follows: the more rectangular in shape, the larger the fraction of injected species that remain dissolved 482 

in the mobile phase with the highest 𝜙 at any time during the band’s migration, and hence also the higher 483 

𝑉 , = 2. 𝑉 , · 𝑘  
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the fraction that can be transported through the column with the injection solvent peak. The wider the 484 

tail, the lower the average 𝜙-value experienced by the migrating analytes and hence the more easily they 485 

leave the sample solvent band. When this average 𝜙falls below a certain threshold, all analytes leave 486 

the injection solvent band by retention before the sample band reaches the end of the column, as happens 487 

in case of the orange curve. In this case, all analytes have to wait for the gradient to pick up speed and 488 

hence reach the detector all around the normal elution time. This explains the order of the retained peak 489 

apexes just before t=0.4 min.  490 

As explained above, the effect of the shape of the downstream flank is much smaller (Fig. 6b). The 491 

retained peak part of the elution profile is even completely insensitive to this shape. The only difference 492 

is notable for the breakthrough peak, which seems to be engaged in a “communicating vessel” exchange 493 

with a small bump eluting shortly after the breakthrough peak. The fact that it is precisely the initial 494 

parts of the elution profile which are affected by the initial band shape is physically expected, as the 495 

species present in these early eluting fractions must have reached the detector while residing in the 496 

injected sample band, and are therefore most affected by the shape of the latter. The establishment of 497 

the small bump just before t=0.25 min can be best understood from the subsequent axial distribution 498 

profiles recorded during the simulation (Fig. S-6). These show that, in this particular case, the last 499 

fraction of analytes leaves the sample solvent band just before the end of the column. In addition, the 500 

rate with which the analytes leave this band strongly increases just when the last fraction of analytes 501 

leaves the sample solvent band, as the average 𝜙-value experienced by the remaining analytes rapidly 502 

drops in these last moments (cf. average 𝜙-value for situation in Figs. S-6c-d in the SM). This 503 

accelerated drop-out rate gives rise to a local maximum in the species concentration in the stationary 504 

phase (Cs), where the majority of the species are stored once they entered the low solvent-strength 505 

solvent (𝜙 ). The magnitude of this local maximum depends on the exact shape of the concentration 506 

gradients, such that it is more pronounced in some cases than in others. When this local maximum in the 507 

Cs-profile is formed far away from the column end, i.e., when all analytes leave the sample band 508 

sufficiently far away from the column’s end, the presence of this local maximum is already eroded by 509 

the ongoing dispersion processes by the time this fraction of the analytes reaches the detector. However, 510 

when the local maximum is formed close to the column’s end, as is the case for the situation in Fig. 6b, 511 

the local maximum is maintained in the Cm-concentration reaching the detector.  512 

Fig. 7 and 8 investigate how well the simulations can represent the experimental data, taking caffeine 513 

(Fig. 7) and methylparaben (Fig. 8) as the test analytes and using the retention parameters (cf. kw and Si-514 

values in Eq. 6) as measured via independent experiments. Important to note here is that the exact shape 515 

of the injected bands in the experimental part of this study is unknown to us and that the shape used here 516 

has been obtained by trying different variants of the peak shape represented by Eq. (9) and selecting the 517 

one providing the best agreement (see Fig. S-7a in SM for exact shape and degree of tailing and fronting 518 

of the considered injection profile). Whereas this profile has been obtained using Eq. (9), it should be 519 
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remarked it is very similar to the profiles observed in [35] (appears backwards, because Figure S-7 is 520 

shown on the distance axis, and the profiles shown in [35] are shown on a time axis). 521 

As can be noted, the qualitative agreement is very good, especially in terms of the effect of the injection 522 

volume. The small deviations can be attributed to differences in extra-column band broadening (only 523 

simulated here by adding a perfect mixer with volume= 6 µL= volume detector + post-column capillary), 524 

small uncertainties on the adopted relation between k and 𝜙 as well as the aforementioned uncertainty 525 

on the exact injection band shape. The slightly larger breakthrough times in the experiments compared 526 

to the simulations are probably due to the fact that the acetonitrile in the sample solvent band is also 527 

slightly retained as well [37]. The largest deviation between theory and experiment is observed in the 528 

initial part of the 25 L-volume injection for methylparaben (blue curve in Fig. 8d). The deviation 529 

observed in this initial part is most probably due to the uncertainty on the exact shape of the injection 530 

band shape and the value of the retention parameters of the analyte, as the initial part of the response is 531 

most sensitive to the band shape and the retention parameters and we don’t have an exact knowledge of 532 

them. The peculiar shape displayed by the blue curve in Fig. 8d between 0.2 and 0.3 min is caused by 533 

the same phenomena as already described via Fig. S-4 and S-6 of the SM. A detailed analysis of the 534 

present case is shown in Fig. S-7 of the SM. 535 

4. Conclusions 536 

Numerical simulations of the in-column axial distribution and migration of analyte species obtained by 537 

solving the general advection-dispersion mass balance for the analytes and the organic modifier used in 538 

the mobile phase and the sample solvent allow to understand the complex peak shapes that can be 539 

obtained when injecting large peak volumes (i.e., large with respect to the column volume) dissolved in 540 

a strong solvent, as can be the case in the 2D in contemporary 2D-LC.  541 

The axial concentration profiles produced by the simulations show how the elution under this condition 542 

basically occurs in two steps. In the first step, analyte species are transported along (part of) the column 543 

with the sample solvent band (unretained and hence moving at u=u0) leading to two fractions: 1) a 544 

fraction that reaches the detector together with the sample solvent (fraction only if Eq. (13) is satisfied) 545 

and 2) a fraction leaving the sample solvent band through its upstream flank and thus being spread out 546 

along (part of) the column length. In a second step, the species from fraction 2), being concentrated in 547 

the stationary phase and hence moving very slowly as soon as they dropped out of the sample band and 548 

entered the low modifier mobile phase following behind the sample solvent band, are eventually 549 

“scooped up” by the gradient which accelerates them towards the detector where they are recorded as a 550 

retained peak. The latter originates from the self-sharpening effect (band compression) of the gradient 551 

profile on the spread-out species that left the sample solvent band. Depending across what fraction of 552 

the column length the analyte species are spread out (in turn depending on the injection volume and the 553 

retention factor in the sample solvent ks), this retained peak can be very broad and fronted (large part of 554 
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column length covered with analyte species when the onset of the gradient reaches the column) or have 555 

a “normal” retained peak shape (analytes already left the sample band shortly after entering the column). 556 

When the analyte species are distributed along the entire column length (i.e., when Eq. (13) is satisfied), 557 

the peak signal does not return to zero between the breakthrough and the retained peak part, thus forming 558 

an uninterrupted, double-headed peak.  559 

Given the short length of the investigated column, the eventually recorded peak shape not only depends 560 

strongly on the volume but also on the exact shape of the injected sample band, as was also observed by 561 

Weatherbee et al. [35]. The degree of band broadening experienced by the analytes and the sample 562 

solvent (which are in general different from each other) contributes significantly to the eventual peak 563 

shape as well.  564 

Whereas the simulation model is based on first-principles physical relations, with all its parameters fixed 565 

by taking the values measured in independent experiments and whereas the use of an idealized injection 566 

(rectangular) profile was already sufficient to predict the main characteristics of the observed 567 

breakthrough (% of breakthrough, general shape of the profile, elution times of breakthrough and 568 

retained fraction), a one-on-one agreement with all the fine details of the experimental response curve 569 

requires a close representation of the injection profile. As the latter information was experimentally 570 

inaccessible in the present study (see ref. [38] for a possible way to measure the injection profile), this 571 

had to be done by tuning the 1- and 2-parameters in the literature expression in Eq. (9). As all the 572 

other model parameters were obtained from independent experiments, the good agreement between the 573 

simulation results and the experiments can hence be used to conclude there is a sound theoretical 574 

explanation for the experimental observations.  575 

Finally, it is important to remark that the observed effects of prak splitting are difficult to avoid in the 576 

context of 2D-LC given the many constraints that need to be satisfied when optimizing 2D-LC 577 

separations. The most effective way to avoid them would be to use on-line dilution, flow splitting or trap 578 

columns. Most of these solutions however lead to a loss of sensitivity and require a change in set-up. 579 
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Figure Captions 770 

Figure 1. Simulated mobile phase concentration (Cm) profiles plotted (a) as a function of time as 771 

recorded at x=L and (b-c) as a function of the distance recorded at different subsequent times (resp. at t 772 

= 0.018 min, 0.036 min, 0.051 min, 0.058 min, 0.064 min, 0.109 min, 0.245 min, 0.354 min,  0.409 min, 773 

0.445 min for profiles 1-11). Each number i added to (a) represents the Cm-level recorded at the detector 774 

line at the moment when profile i is observed in (b-c). (d) Cs-profiles corresponding to profiles nr. 1-6 775 

in (b). (e-f) 𝜙-profiles corresponding to the profiles 1-12 in (b-c). Dashed vertical line=detector line. 776 

Simulation parameters: S1=12.5, S2=0.5, kw=20, Dax=3.86·10-8 m2/s, u0=0.0103 m/s, H=7.5 µm and 777 

Vp,inj=15 µL. The stationary phase is only present between the x=0 and the x=0.03 m-point. Gradient 778 

profile reaches head of column at t=0.14 min. 779 

Figure 2. Conceptual drawing of migration process of sample solvent (bold line shape) and analyte 780 

species band (stripe pattern) through column, showing (a) difference in migration speed between analyte 781 

moving at u=u0/(1+ks) and sample solvent band moving at u=u0 and (b) dispersion process to explain 782 

difference in retention behavior between species dispersing out of the injection solvent band at the 783 

upstream (I) and the downstream flank of the band (see text for explanation). Double-headed arrows 784 

represent dispersion process. Single-headed arrows represent u0-velocity.  785 

Figure 3. Simulated mobile phase concentration (Cm) profiles as a function of time as recorded at x=L 786 

in response to a rectangular injection band (Vp,inj=25 µL) for (a) a series of analytes with different kw-787 

value (kw=10 (grey), 20 (blue), 50 (green), 100 (red)) and same S1=10 and S2=1, and (b) a series of 788 

analytes with different S1-value (S1=5 (red), 7.5 (green), 10 (blue), 12.5 (orange), 15 (grey)) and same 789 

kw=20 and S2=1. Other conditions same as in Fig. 1. 790 

Figure 4. Zoom-ins on the effect of the axial dispersion of the analyte (Dax,anal) and the solvent (Dax,solv) 791 

on the breakthrough-fraction and the retained peak fraction of the response profiles recorded as a 792 

function of time at x=L (rectangular injection band with Vinj=15 µL). (a) constant Dax,an= 3.86·10-8 m2/s 793 

and varying Dax,solv=3.86·10-8 m2/s (grey), 7.72·10-8 m2/s (green), 1.16·10-7 m2/s (blue), 1.54·10-7 m2/s 794 

(orange), 1.93·10-7 m2/s (red). (b) constant Dax,solv = 3.86·10-8 m2/s and varying Dax,an 3.86·10-8 m2/s 795 

(grey), 7.72·10-8 m2/s (green), 1.16·10-7 m2/s (blue), 1.54·10-7 m2/s (orange), 1.93·10-7 m2/s (red). (c) 796 

case with Dax,solv = Dax,an =3.86·10-8 m2/s (grey), 7.72·10-8 m2/s (green), 1.16·10-7 m2/s (blue), 1.54·10-7 797 

m2/s (orange), 1.93·10-7 m2/s (red). Other conditions: S1=12.5, S2=0.7, kw=20, u0=0.0103 m/s and H=7.5 798 

µm. 799 

Figure 5. (a) Rectangular injection bands with varying volume (Vinj = 1 µL(purple), 5 µL(grey), 10 800 

µL(black), 12 µL(red), 15 µL(green), 25 µL(orange), 50 µL(blue)) leading to (b) a different mobile 801 

phase concentration (Cm) profile recorded as a function of time at x=L. (c) Zoom-in at bottom-part of y-802 

axis of (b). (d) Zoom-in of (c) near the elution time of the retained peak fraction. Other conditions same 803 

as in Fig. 1. 804 
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Figure 6. Simulated mobile phase concentration (Cm) profiles as a function of time as recorded at x=L 805 

in response to an injection band with (a) profiles with various degrees of tailing in space: 2=0.01 (blue), 806 

2=0.05 (orange), 1=0.10 (grey), 1=0.15 (green), and (b) profiles with various degrees of fronting in 807 

space= 2=0.01 (blue), 2=0.03 (orange), 1=0.07 (grey), 1=0.15 (green). When one  was varied the 808 

other one was put on 0.01. Other conditions: S1=12.5, S2=0.7, kw=15, Vinj=20 µL, u0=0.0103 m/s and 809 

H=7.5 µm. 810 

Figure 7. Experimental (a) and simulated (b) breakthrough profiles for caffeine for three different peak 811 

volumes (36 µL (red), 14 µL (green) and 0.7 L (blue)). (c,d) zoom-in on lower part of y-axis of (a,b) 812 

respectively. Adopted retention parameters: kw=11, S1=24, S2=2, u0=0.0103 m/s and H=7.5 µm. 813 

Gradient conditions: 1-45% B in 0.54 min (normalized gradient slope s of 4%). Injection profile (see 814 

Fig. S-7a of the SM) with 1=0.03, 2=0.2, tdwell=8.4 s and Fv=1.5 ml/min in Eq. (9). 815 

Figure 8. Experimental (a) and simulated (b) breakthrough profiles for methylparaben for three different 816 

peak volumes (72 µL (red), 27 µL (green) and 25 L (blue)). (c,d) zoom-in on lower part of y-axis of 817 

(a,b) respectively. Adopted retention parameters: kw=23, S1=13, S2=0.7, u0=0.0103 m/s and H=7.5 µm. 818 

Gradient conditions: 1-45% B in 0.54 min (normalized gradient slope s of 4%). Same injection profile 819 

as in Fig. 7. 820 
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